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dRofus Web – Changing the way you
access data in the AEC industry

You now have the ability to view and edit your dRofus project data on any
web browser and on any mobile device using dRofus Web. Do you remember
a time when you were on site or on the road and needed to access or edit a
vital piece of information and couldn’t? Now you can search, view and edit
your dRofus project data on any mobile device, at no additional cost and with
no download required.

Let’s take a deeper dive…



Building owners need dRofus Web
dRofus Web has been proven useful to project owners as it gives them access
to information that really matters. Through the intuitive platform it is easy to
gain a high-level overview of a project. For example, if you organize groups
in dRofus, you can visualize floor plans in the IFC viewer. If you have a group
for floor types with a colour map, in the 3d viewer you will see how they are
placed in the project. The building owner has the chance to spot an incorrect
entry and make a correction. When the database is synchronized to ArchiCAD,
Revit or any BIM authoring tool it will obtain the correct values.



Edit data at any time
A major breakthrough is the ability to edit data on your browser. You’re able
to make quick edits and minor changes when you may need them most. This
is incredibly useful for when you need to update the database and don't have
a desktop nearby.

‘On-the-go’ collaboration with team members and key
stakeholders
Collaboration is key in the modern AEC landscape and with dRofus Web you
have ability to easily search and share links to specific sections in the
database. For example, if an architect is looking to find information on an air
handling unit, it is simply a quick search, click to copy the link to your
clipboard and share with a team member or contractor.

dRofus Web is Free
As long as you are working on a project that uses dRofus, access to the web
viewer is free. The real kicker is that when you sign up with dRofus, you can
create unlimited users for your project and each one of them has access to
the web viewer. No additional fees are added.

Cross platform
dRofus WEB enables you to view your project data elsewhere than behind
your PC logged into the dRofus Client. Your project data can now be accessed
using Apple iOS, Ubuntu, MS-Windows and a plethora of other operating
systems.

No download required



There is no need to download an app from the App Store or Google Play.
Access to dRofus web can be done simply through your web browser and your
dRofus log in details.

Easy to navigate and search for data
The powerful search function makes it easy for you to quickly find the
information that you need. Whether it be rooms, items, systems, occurrences
or products, the information is right at your fingertips.

3d model viewer
You can visualise the model in 3D viewer. You can navigate either by the
functional structure, or any room group or classification in your project. You
can also navigate based on the IFC structure, which will appear when an IFC



model is connected

If your project is hosted on any of the locations listed below you can login
and start browsing your data now:

USA and South America https://web-us.drofus.com/

Canada https://web-ca.drofus.com/

Europe https://app-db2.drofus.com/

Australia, Asia and New Zealand https://web-au.drofus.com/

If you would like to get started with dRofus simply click here
and let’s start building a data driven project together. 

About the Nemetschek Group

The Nemetschek Group is a pioneer for the digital transformation in the AEC
industry. With its software solutions, it covers the complete life cycle of
building and infrastructure projects and guides its customers into the future
of digitalization. As one of the world's leading corporate groups in this field,
the Nemetschek Group increases quality in the construction process and
improves the digital workflow of all those involved in the construction
process. This revolves around the use of open standards (Open BIM). The
innovative solutions of the 16 brands in the four customer-oriented divisions
are used by approximately six million users worldwide. Founded by Prof.
Georg Nemetschek in 1963, the Nemetschek Group today employs more than
3,000 experts.

Publicly listed since 1999 and quoted on the MDAX and TecDAX, the
company achieved revenue in the amount of EUR 556.9 million and an
EBITDA of EUR 165.7 million in 2019.
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